Created by educators for educators, Algebra’scool is a dynamic teaching system covering a full year of Algebra I instruction.

This exciting and revolutionary series presents comprehensive mathematics curricula through effective and entertaining animations, lively graphics, concrete examples and real-world explanations—making it easy for students to grasp and understand the content.

Supports standards from both the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) and state departments of education.

Provides all of the effective tools that a teacher needs to support student learning:

- Each video lesson comes with supplemental print materials that cover the curriculum and extend the video instruction.
- Blackline student worksheets include sections for lesson notes, guided practice, independent and additional practice, and manipulative exercises.
- Teacher’s guides provide a complete manual accompanying the lessons, complete with teaching tips, answers to the student problems, glossaries of key terms and module tests.

Developed by BestQuest Teaching Systems, the Algebra’scool Teaching System provides comprehensive instructional material covering a complete Algebra I curriculum, including:

- operations and expressions
- linear equations
- inequalities
- functions
- polynomials
- quadratic equations
- rational and radical equations
- probability
- statistics

Consists of 99 algebra lessons accompanied by teacher’s guides and student worksheets.

Includes 25 comprehensive, instructional videos that profile professionals who use algebra in their careers.

BestQuest Teaching Systems

Algebra’scool is a great resource that can be used to support STEM curricula.

Algebra’scool Teaching System

Grades 7–12
124 titles
37 Hours of Content
2,993 Segments

A SAFARI Montage® system is required to purchase this content. Call for quote. (An additional hard drive may need to be purchased to accommodate this product.)

Title List on Reverse Side

Available digitally, exclusively on SAFARI MONTAGE.

To order, call 800-843-4549 or visit www.SAFARIMontage.com
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